Abstract-A method is presented to calculate the quality factor ( ) of small antennas, which is based on the understanding that for a small antenna the total energy in Poynting theorem can be easily separated into the stored energy and radiated energy by using the low frequency expansions. The Poynting theorem in frequency domain provides an equation on the stored electric and magnetic energy while the Poynting theorem in time domain can be used as another independent equation for the stored electric and magnetic energy. By solving these equations the stored electric and magnetic energy can be obtained, thus, making the calculation possible.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE ANTENNA quality factor (denoted ) is a very important quantity characterizing antenna performance, which is generally defined as Larger of (1) where is the frequency, and are the average stored electric and magnetic energy respectively, and is the total radiated power of the antenna. It has been rigorously proved that the antenna bandwidth is approximately given by the reciprocal of if is large [1] . Since can be expressed in terms of field quantities it is more convenient to use to describe the antenna performance instead of using the bandwidth that requires additional information on the frequency behavior of the impedance function. The evaluation of antenna can be traced back to Chu's classical work, who derived the theoretical value of for an ideal antenna enclosed in a smallest circumscribing sphere [2] . Chu's analysis is based on the spherical mode expansions of the fields outside the sphere. The wave impedance of each mode is then equivalent to a ladder type network and by solving the network the antenna can be obtained. As the order of the mode increases such a process would be tedious and certain approximations have to be made. In addition the method based on the spherical mode expansion often yields a that is lower than real value since the stored energy inside the sphere has been ignored. It can be shown that the theoretical lowest limits of for small antennas are where is the radius of the smallest circumscribing sphere of the antenna, and the superscripts , , and correspond to the cases when the antenna radiates only , , and both and modes, respectively. It is easy to understand that to minimize the antenna structure should use the space inside the smallest circumscribing sphere as efficiently as possible.
In 1964, Collin and Rothschild proposed a method for evaluating antenna [3] . Their method is based on that the total stored reactive energy can be calculated by subtracting the radiated field energy away from the total energy in the field, as shown below (3) where is the volume occupied by the electric current source ; is the surface surrounding and are the Poynting vector, the electric field energy density and magnetic field energy density respectively. Collin and Rothschild's idea has been used to investigate the antenna by many authors [3] - [7] , and have been proved to be reasonable. It should be notified that the direct numerical calculation of (3) is very delicate since the integrations in (3) have to be performed over an infinitely large domain. It can be shown by numerical calculations that the rounding errors become increasingly significant when the integration region is very large. Therefore, a direct numerical calculation from (3) is unacceptable.
In this paper, a field method will be formulated to calculate the of a small ideal (i.e., lossless) antenna. The method is based on the Poynting theorem in both frequency and time domain. By substituting the low frequency expansions of the fields into the Poynting theorem, the stored electric and magnetic energy can be easily identified. The Poynting theorem in the frequency domain will provide an equation on the difference of the 0018-926X/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE stored electric and magnetic energy while the Poynting theorem in the time domain will provide an equation on the sum of the stored electric and magnetic energy. By solving these two equations, the stored electric and magnetic energy, and, thus, can be determined.
II. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD
It is well known that the total field produced by an antenna consists of the radiation field and a localized reactive field, and in general situation it is impossible to separate them due to nonzero interaction terms. When antenna is small, however, this becomes possible if the low frequency expansions of the fields and the Poynting theorem are used. Poynting theorem in the frequency domain is (4) where and are the total average magnetic energy and electric energy in the region respectively. In the above equation we have used the fact that [1] . If the maximum dimension of the source distribution is small (note that an antenna is said to be small if its maximum dimension does not exceed one eighth of the wavelength) compared to the wavelength such that , where , we can use the following expansion and the scalar and vector potential functions may be approximated as (5) where is the electric dipole moment of the source (using the continuity equation we can easily prove that ), and is the total charge of the source, which should be zero if there is no current flowing out of . Making use of (5) and the following calculation and integration by parts, the left hand side of (4) is found to be (6) where . Using the identity where , (6) can be expressed as (7) where is the magnetic dipole moment of the source. If is large enough the first term on the right hand side of (4) becomes a real number. Thus, the following identifications can be made from (4) and (7) (8) (9) where the terms higher than the order of in the stored energy have been neglected. The radiated power in (8) consists of the contributions from the electric dipole moment and the magnetic dipole moment of the source current distribution.
Equation (9) gives the difference between the stored magnetic energy and the stored electric energy around the antenna. In order to determine and , another equation is needed, which can be obtained using the time domain Poynting theorem. Hereafter we will use the same notations for all electromagnetic quantities in the time domain as in the frequency domain, with the time explicitly appearing as an independent variable. In the time domain the Poynting theorem can be expressed as (10) where is the rate of flow of energy out of the surface ; and are the total electric and magnetic energy at time in the region . It should be noted that the physical implication of the time-domain Poynting theorem is different from its counterpart in frequency domain, thus, providing another independent equation. Again if the sources are confined in a small region, we can make the following approximations: which can then be introduced into the expression of scalar and vector potential in time domain, i.e. where , , to get
Comparing the above expression to (10), we can make the following identification to the order of (12) (13) where the approximations , have been used since the total radiated energy for a small antenna is of the order and is very small compared to the total energy. For a time harmonic field, we may write , . Taking the time average of the total stored energy over one period of the sinusoidal wave (denoted ) yields (14) Combining (9) and (14) the stored electric and magnetic energy can be easily obtained as (15) (16) The stored energies around a small antenna are quasistatic and very similar to the stored energies in a static field. Note that the time average of (12) will be exactly the same as (8). In the above equations the stored energies are directly related to the source distributions. For simple antenna structure the above integrals may be performed to give a closed-form expression for antenna . In addition numerical integrations can be easily carried out once the current distributions are known.
III. APPLICATIONS
The of a small lossless antenna can also be determined by the antenna input impedance as follows [1] (17) where and are the real and imaginary part of the antenna input impedance. In the following, the method proposed in this paper and (17) will be used simultaneously to find the closed-form expression of for several typical small antennas so that the validity of both methods can be demonstrated by each other.
A. A Small Dipole
A dipole is a one-dimensional structure that only radiates modes. Since the dipole just utilizes a little bit space within the circumscribing sphere, the real antenna should be much larger than the theoretical limit in (2). Now we assume that the dipole antenna has radius and length , as shown in Fig. 1 , and the current flows on the outer cylindrical surface of the dipole. Taking the -symmetry into account, the current distribution and the charge density on the wire surface can be assumed to be By simple calculation the stored electric energy around the dipole is found to be where . In deriving the above expression, we have assumed that . The radiated power of a small dipole can be easily obtained from (8) as , where the contribution from the magnetic dipole moment of the source is zero in this case. So the antenna can be found from (1) as (18) Equation (17) can be used to demonstrate the validity of the above expression. In fact the input impedance of a small dipole antenna has been given by Schelkunoff [9] , i.e. , . Substituting these relations into (17) we will get exactly the same result as (18). 
B. A Small Loop Antenna
A small circular loop antenna is shown in Fig. 2 , where we assume that the radius of the loop is and the radius of the wire is . Since the loop is very small we can assume that the current density on the loop is uniform and is of the form From (16) and using the approximation by Storer [10] , the stored magnetic energy is found to be for . The radiated power of the loop can be easily obtained from (8) as , where the contribution from the dipole moment of the source is zero for the loop antenna. Therefore, the of the small loop antenna is (19) It can be seen that the of a small loop antenna is about three times lower than that of a small dipole. Again the input impedance of a small loop antenna has been given by Schelkunoff, which are , . Substituting these expressions into (17) we will get the exactly same result as (19).
C. A Small Inverted L Antenna
An inverted L antenna sitting on an infinite ground plane is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The radius of the wire is . According to the image theory its equivalent problem with ground removed is shown in Fig. 3(b) . The current distribution of the equivalent problem can be assumed to be The upper expression of above equation is for the vertical portion of the antenna while the plus sign and minus sign in the lower expression are for the upper horizontal portion and lower horizontal portion respectively. The charge density on the surface of the wire will be for upper half for lower half.
If the antenna is divided into the vertical portion (denoted ), the upper horizontal portion (denoted ), and the lower horizontal portion (denoted ), then we have where the stored energies due to the mutual interactions between different portions have been neglected since they are much smaller than the self interactions if . Following a similar discussion to the small dipole, we have:
Similarly, the radiated power of a small inverted L can be easily obtained from (8) as , where the contribution from the magnetic dipole moment of the source has been neglected since it is proportional to . Then antenna is given by (20)
When the above expression reduces to (18). In the case of , we have for , which is about one half of the of the small dipole. A question may be raised whether a practical antenna can reach the lowest limit in (2) . Let us consider a spherical antenna of radius , which occupies all the space inside the circumscribing sphere of radius (e.g., [11] ). The spherical antenna only radiates modes and the input radiation resistance and reactance of the spherical antenna can be found from [11] and [12] , respectively. The of the spherical antenna can be obtained from (17) as for , which attains the lowest possible antenna in (2) for the antenna that radiates modes only.
